The eruption of the Hunga-Tonga-Hunga-Ha’apai undersea volcano on 15 January severed the undersea communications cable. As of 22 February, the international section of the cable has been repaired and international communications on Tongatapu restored. Communications with the outer islands are not yet restored. The domestic section of cable linking these islands with Tongatapu will take until late 2022 to repair.
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**ETC funding appeal**

Received: US$250,000 from CERF & US$217,000 from the Government of Japan

**Partner Organizations**


**ETC Emergency Coordinator:** John Dovale (based in Suva, Fiji)
**Global ETC IMO:** Elizabeth Millership
**Email:** Pacific.ETC@wfp.org

For more information: https://www.etcluster.org/emergency/tonga-volcanic-eruptiontsunami
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